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The N47TU engine replaces the N47 engine. Since the N47TU motor can have transverse
arrangement, big changes were required. BMW Engine N Technical documentation containing
information on the BMW N13 engine. This brochure contains the following sections with
detailed descriptions: Mechanical part of the engine -Crankcase -Crank mechanism -Camshaft
drive -Valve actuator Valvetronic Oil supply system -Oil pump and pressure adjustment -Oil
cooling and filtration -Control of oil level and pressure -Oil nozzles Cooling system -Thermal
control system -Thermostat and working principles Exhaust gas intake and exhaust system
-Film hot-film air mass meter -Turbocharger -Exhaust manifold and catalyst Working mixture
preparation system Fuel supply Engine electrical equipment and wiring diagrams. BMW 5 F
Engine BMW 3 E BMW 5 E60 E61 Comments: 0. When you think of robust straight-six engines
that have the potential to make a lot of power, what do you think of? Back in , BMW launched
itself into this category with the release of the N54 engine. Since this motor shipped with forged
internals, a few mods can reveal insane power. With an upgraded twin-scroll turbocharger and a
few bolt on modifications, an N54 can put over HP to the wheels. Check out Chad Rose's
driveway-built xi that should be running in the 10's this season for a good example of this. This
guide is drawn from both personal experience and two years of extensive research. All the info
here can be applied to the following Nequipped vehicles:. The BMW N54 uses an electric water
pump instead of the typical chain or belt-driven mechanical water pump. The electric water
pump has a lot of benefits over the mechanical variant. It warms the car up faster in the cold
winter months. It keeps running after the engine is off to cool down the turbos after a spirited
drive. Also, because the engine isn't running the water pump, it ever so slightly takes stress and
load off the engine making it more fuel efficient and powerful. Expect to replace the water pump
every 60,, miles, and the thermostat every other time you replace the water pump. Luckily, these
aren't too expensive. On multi-port injected cars, gasoline is constantly shooting on the intake
valves. Gasoline is an excellent solvent, so it keeps the intake valves clean. BMW recommends
walnut shell blasting the intake valves every 40, miles. The high-pressure fuel pump is another
common failure item with the N The high-pressure fuel pump pressurizes fuel to , PSI so that it
can be injected into a fully-compressed ignition cycle and atomized properly. A recall was
issued by BMW, and they extended their warranty on the fuel pump for ten years or , miles. For
owners that have over , miles, the HPFP is not that difficult to replace, and the pump isn't overly
expensive. Injectors are one of the more common failure items. They've had over ten revisions,
but are still known to fail. We recommend a non-genuine component, which provides the same
functionality and reliability as the genuine components, just without the price. The oil filter
housing gasket is a known gasket that can leak on the N54 powered cars. The gasket itself is
cheap and isn't too tough of a job if you're familiar with working on cars. If you have a leak from
here, this is one gasket I'd recommend replacing immediately. When the N54 shreds a belt,
you're going to have a bad time. There have been stories of belts getting sucked all the way into
oil pickup, causing the timing chain to break, resulting in catastrophic engine failure. There are
two ways that this can happen. On mid and newer models, BMW included a notch in the
subframe to account for this issue. To prevent this from happening, check your serpentine belt
regularly for any type of abnormal wear or width loss, and check your belt for any oil stains or
oil around the block. Also, it's advised to change your belt every 15,, miles as preventive
maintenance. The belt is easy to replace if you have the right tools. If you have an early build
model, you can upgrade your motor mount to the is version. Also, when you pull your coils, you
will see oil pooling in the spark plug holes. The easiest way to tell if the valve cover is cracked
is to check around cylinder 2 and 3 for oil seepage, or you might even be able to spot a crack
visually. Luckily, this is a pretty simple repair to do. The oil pan gasket is known to leak on
higher mileage N54 engines between 80, and , miles. For most cars its a simple job, but not on
the N54 engine. This job isn't difficult, it's just time-consuming. The turbos on the N54 are good
for what they are, and they are under-boosted from the factory. With the stock tune, they are
only putting out 8psi. However, they do have some weak points. Over time, the wastegate arms
tend to get loose and rattle. This can cause a rattling noise when lifting off the throttle, a 30FF
boost-leak code, and eventually cause the turbos not to create boost at all. Also, there are

tuning mods to reduce the symptoms of wastegate rattle, but the only way to fix it correctly is to
replace the turbo. One good thing is that turbo replacement and rebuilding is becoming less
expensive than it was just a few years ago. A few of the common points of contention are
warranted, however, almost every single issue is easily addressable in your garage at home. If
there's anything that you'd like to see added to this guide, or if you have any questions, leave
them in the comments below. And, if you'd like to see and read more, check back here often and
make sure to subscribe to our YouTube channel. Follow along with this step-by-step guide.
Installing coilovers on your BMW E36 is one of the best ways to improve the handling or close
that wheel gap. Follow this DIY for cost-effective coilovers. Being able to see is important for
you and others. The only thing separating your BMW F30 engine from the harmful, damaging air
is the engine air filter. Learn how to replace a BMW F30 engine air filter. If you've ever had to
bleed an older BMW's cooling system, you know how much of a pain it is. BMW fixed this on
their newer cars with an electric water pump. BMW made it easy to reset the service message or
service light in their modern cars such as the F Learn how to reset it in a matter of minutes.
There aren't any tools required and it should take less than a minute. Learn how to service it on
a BMW F30 or any car. What is a vacuum pump on a car and what does it do are the two
most-asked questions we're asked about them. Read or watch to learn more about car vacuum
pumps. How long does a BMW N54 electric water pump last? Written by : Evan Madore.
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Subject Page Fuel supply system Re-engineering and modifications have made it possible to
now use only one exhaust turbocharger. Against the backdrop of reduced costs and improved
quality, the technical data have remained virtually the same. N55 Engine Page 9: Full Load
Diagram Full Load Diagram Compared to its predecessor, the N55 engine is characterized by
lower fuel consumption with the same power output and torque data. Page Current Models - The enhanced engine management system of the BMW Z4 sDrive35is and the is include an
electronically controlled overboost function to briefly increase torque under full load by another
37 ft-lbs. This temporary torque peak of ft-lbs gives the car a significant increase in acceleration
for approximately 5 seconds. In the technical documentation, the engine designation is used for
unique identification of the engine. In the technical documentation you will also find the
abbreviated engine des- ignation, i. N55, that only indicates the engine type. Item Meaning The
N55 engine further develops this identification system and the code has been reduced from
previously eight to seven characters. The engine serial number can be found under the engine
identifier on the engine. Page 13 N55 engine, engine identification and engine serial number
Index Explanation Individual consecutive engine serial number Engine developer, BMW Group
Engine type, straight 6 Change to basic engine concept, turbocharging, Valvetronic, direct fuel
injection Operating principle or fuel supply and installation position, petrol engine longitudinal
Page Engine Components Five oil return channels on the intake side 5 also ensure that the
blow-by gasses can flow unobstructed from the crankshaft area into the cylinder head and to
the crankcase breather in the cylinder head cover. The cooling duct 1 in the engine block is split
and coolant flows directly through it. Page 16 This enhances power by relieving the unwanted
pressure that acts against the downward movement of the pistons. It also enhances crankcase
ventilation and adds to oil service life by promoting the movement of blow-by gasses within the
engine. N55, ventilation holes in crankcase N55 Engine Page Crankshaft Crankshaft The
crankshaft of the N55 is of lightweight design, at The crankshaft is made from cast iron GGG
The counterweights are arranged asym- metrically. There is no incremental wheel installed on
the crankshaft. The timing chains are mounted by means of an M18 central bolt. The oil scrape
ring is designed as a steel band ring with spring that is also known as VF system. N55 piston
with piston rings Index Explanation A new feature is the specially formed hole in the small end
of the connecting rod. This design evenly distributes the force acting on the wrist pin over the
entire surface of the rod bushing and reduces the load at the edges, as the piston is forced
downward on the power stroke. Page 20 Due to combustion pressure, the force exerted by the
piston via the wrist pin is mainly transmitted to the edges of the rod bushing. Page 21 Lead-free
bearing shells are used on the large connecting rod end. The material G is used on the
connecting rod side and the material G on the bearing cap side. The size M9 x 47 connecting

rod bolts are the same on the N55 and N54 connecting rod. Page Oil Pan Ducts are provided for
the oil supply to the vacuum pump as it is now lubricated by filtered oil and not by unfiltered oil
as on the N54 engine. N55, bedplate with oil pump and oil deflector Index Explanation Page
Electrionic Volume-Controlled Oil Pump The oil pressure in the system downstream of the oil
filter acts on the slide against the force of a compression springs in the control oil chamber.
The slide element rotates about a pivot axis. N55, oil pump Index Explanation The N55 uses a
special oil pressure sensor for this purpose which functions in the similar way as the HPI fuel
pressure sensor. Compared to the N54 engine, there are considerably fewer oil ducts in the
cylinder head. Page 28 Oil duct for exhaust camshaft lubrication Hydraulic valve lash
adjustment Connection to exhaust turbocharger lubrication Connection for oil spray nozzles
Crankshaft bearing Oil duct for oil pressure control Oil duct for oil pressure control Oil duct for
vacuum pump lubrication Vacuum pump N55 Engine Page 29 N55, oil passages front view N55
Engine Based on the application, two types of engine oil coolers may be used. Depending on
the oil temperature, a thermostat on the oil filter housing controls the oil flow through the oil
cooler. A special tool is required for positioning the oil spray nozzles. Oil Pressure Since the
N55 engine has an oil pump with electronic volumetric flow control, it is neces- sary to measure
the oil pressure precisely. Page Cylinder Head Direct fuel injection, turbocharging and
Valvetronic systems are combined for the first time on a BMW 6-cylinder engine. The cylinder
head of the N55 engine is a new develop- ment. It features a very compact design and is
equipped with third generation Valvetronic. Page Cylinder Head Cover The non-return valves
ensure that the blow-by gasses are reliably added to the intake air in both engine modes NA and
Boost The N55 engine is equipped with a vacuum-controlled crankcase ventilation system;
therefore, a regulated negative pressure of approximately 38 mbar is maintained. Page
Crankcase Ventilation 12 in the duct to the charge air intake pipe. The blow-by gasses flow via a
distribution rail integrated in the cylinder head cover, through the intake passages 16 in the
cylinder head, which lead directly into the intake ports, ahead of the valves. Page 35 N55,
crankcase ventilation, naturally-aspirated mode N55 Engine Page Boost Mode The increased
demand for fresh air creates a vacuum in the clean air pipe between the turbocharger and intake
silencer. This vacuum is sufficient to open the non-return valve 12 and draw the blow-by gasses
via the pressure control valve. Page 37 N55, crankcase ventilation, turbocharged boost mode
N55 Engine Page 38 Note: If a customer complains about high oil consumption and oil is
discovered in the turbocharger, it should not be immediately assumed that the turbocharger is
defective. If the oil is present in the fresh air pipe before the turbocharger then the entire engine
should be checked. Page Valvetrain Valvetrain The following graphic shows the design of the
cylinder head on the N55 engine with Valvetronic III and direct fuel injection. N55, overview of
valvetrain Note: Notice the hollow, lightweight design of the camshafts 7 and the blow-by
passages leading into the intake ports Page Intake And Exhaust Valves The valve stems have a
diameter of 5 mm on the intake valve and 6 mm on the exhaust valve. The larger diameter
exhaust valve are hollow and filled with sodium. In addition, the valve seat of the exhaust valves
are reinforced. Valve Springs The valve springs are different for the intake side and exhaust
side. Page Camshafts Lightweight camshafts as well as cast camshafts or a mixture of both
were installed in N54 engines. Only lightweight construction camshafts are used on the N55
engine. The lightweight camshafts for the N55 are manufactured in an internal high pressure
forming process called hydroforming. The exhaust camshaft features bearing races and is
encapsulated in a camshaft housing. Page Valve Timing max. This measure has made it
possible to reduce the number of oil ducts in the cylinder head. The combustion process takes
place faster and a larger valve overlap can be achieved, thus considerably reducing NOx
emissions. Page 48 Valvetronic as there is now no need wait for the intake air manifold to be
filled. The subsequent torque buildup as the turbocharger starts up can be acceler- ated with
the partial lift setting at low engine speed. This effectively flushes out residual gas, thus
resulting in faster torque build-up. Page Combustion Chamber Geometry The following graphic
shows the arrangement of the individual components in the com- bustion chamber. It can be
seen that the BMW spray-guided high precision injection HPI system is not used but rather a
Bosch solenoid valve fuel injector with multi-hole nozzle. Another new feature is that the
eccentric shaft sensor is no longer mounted on the eccentric shaft but has been integrated into
the servomotor. N55, valve lift adjustment Viewed from the Front View Page 51 The Valvetronic
III servomotor contains a sensor for determining the position of the motor and the eccentric
shaft. The servomotor is lubricated with engine oil by means of an oil spray nozzle 1 aimed
directly at the worm drive and the eccentric shaft mechanism. N55, design of valve lift
adjustment Index Explanation The belt pulley is mounted on the secondary pulley. Compared to
the N54 engine, this design layout additionally reduces the belt load as the vulcanization
decouples the belt pulley with flywheel mass from the crankshaft. Page 58 Heated charge air

Cooled charge air Intake snorkel Unfiltered air pipe Intake silencer Filter element Air intake
silencer cover Hot-film air mass meter Crankcase ventilation connection Exhaust turbocharger
Charge-air pipe Intercooler Charge air pipe Boost pressure-temperature sensor Intake air
manifold N55 Engine Page Intake Manifold The engine control unit is mounted on the intake
manifold. The intake air is used to cool the engine control unit. Thanks to this arrangement, the
engine comes down the assembly line completely assembled with the control unit, the sensors,
and actuators already connected. Page Fuel Tank Ventilation System The fuel vapors are stored
in a charcoal canister and then fed via the fuel tank vent valve to the combustion process. It was
also necessary to adapt this system to all the given conditions related to turbocharging. N55,
fuel tank ventilation system Index Explanation Page Exhaust Manifold feed one scroll duct 1 of
the turbo, while the last three feed the second scroll duct 2. The exhaust manifold and
turbocharger are welded together to form one component. N55, attachment of exhaust manifold
and turbocharger to engine block Index Explanation Page Turbocharger Turbocharger The N55
is equipped with a single twin scroll turbocharger instead of two separate small turbochargers
as on the N54 engine. The following graphics shows the operating princi- ple of the twin scroll
turbocharger. Twin scroll turbocharger rear view Page 63 Exhaust duct 1 cylinders 1 - 3
Wastegate valve Exhaust duct 2 cylinders 4 - 6 Lever arm, wastegate valve Connection to
catalytic converter Vacuum unit for wastegate valve Inlet from intake silencer Diverter valve
Ring channel Oil return Outlet to intercooler Coolant return N55 Engine Page 64 Vacuum unit for
wastegate valve Exhaust duct 2 cylinders 4 - 6 Diverter valve Connection to catalytic converter
By-pass Inlet from intake silencer Turbine wheel Ring channel Compressor wheel Outlet to
intercooler Cooling duct Wastegate valve Turbine shaft Lever arm, wastegate valve N55 Engine
The diverter valve on the N55 engine is an electric actuator that is controlled directly by the
DME. The number of components has been greatly reduced by positioning the diverter valve on
the turbocharger compressor housing. Page Catalytic Converter Ceramic structure 1 has a
volume of 1. Ceramic structure 2 has a volume of 1. N55, catalytic converter Index Explanation
Index Page Exhaust System With the single twin scroll turbocharger, the design of the exhaust
system is less compli- cated than that of the N54 engine, with two turbochargers. N55, exhaust
system F07 Index Explanation Exhaust manifold Page Vacuum System Vacuum System The N55
engine is equipped with a vacuum pump for generating the vacuum required by the brake
booster and the auxiliary consumers exhaust flaps and wastegate. A vacuum accumulator built
into the cylinder head cover is used to ensure there is sufficient vacuum for the wastegate valve
at all times. Page Vacuum Pump The vacuum pump is similar to that used on the N63 engine. It
is a two-stage pump and therefore has two connections. The first stage is for the brake booster
and the second for the auxiliary consumers. N55, vacuum pump Index Explanation Page 70 This
solution takes into account the different requirements for the brake booster and the auxiliary
consumers. N55, delivery rate of the two-stage vacuum pump Index Explanation Vacuum Time
Delivery rate for auxiliary consumers Delivery rate for brake booster N55 Engine The following
overview shows the complete fuel injection system. The system is similar to the N54 fuel
injection. N55 Engine Index Explanation Index Page High Pressure Fuel Pump A pressure of bar
is only required at high load and low engine speed. The high pressure pump is of the same
design as the high pressure pump used on the N54 engine. N55, fuel pressure diagram Index
Explanation Page Fuel Injectors Particular care must be taken when working on the fuel system
of the N55 engine to ensure that the ignition coils are not wet with fuel. The resistance of the
silicone insulating material of the coils is greatly reduced by the contact with fuel. Two different
types of oil cooling systems are used depending on the model and applica- tion. Page 76 Heater
coil Characteristic map thermostat Electric coolant pump Exhaust turbocharger Heating heat
exchanger Coolant valve Oil-to-coolant heat exchanger Coolant temperature sensor Engine oil
thermostat hot climate version Expansion tank Coolant level switch Equalization line Auxiliary
radiator Electric fan N55 Engine Page Components Components N55, Cooling System
Components Index Explanation Index Explanation Auxiliary radiator Bypass line for small
cooling circuit Coolant feed line to auxiliary radiator Thermostat Oil-to-coolant heat exchanger
Electric coolant pump Coolant feed line to oil-to-coolant heat exchanger Exhaust turbocharger
supply line Page 78 The auxiliary radiator is connected to the radiator by means of parallel
coolant lines, thus increasing the cooling surface area. This system is combined with an
oil-to-coolant heat exchanger mounted on the oil filter housing. N55, auxiliary radiator Index
Explanation Radiator Page Coolant Passages The coolant passages in the cylinder head are
also used for indirect cooling of the fuel injectors. The following graphic clearly shows that the
coolant flows over the valves and the fuel injectors, thus reducing the heat transfer to the
components to a minimum. N55, casting of the coolant passages in cylinder head Index
Explanation Page 81 Coolant can flow along these grooves from one side of the block to the
other, thus cooling the deck area between the cylinders. N55, coolant passages and web

cooling of the engine block Index Explanation Page 84 Fuel tank leak diagnostic module
Electronic fuel pump controller Rear power distribution box Intelligent battery sensor Battery
power distribution box Exhaust flap changeover valve Diagnosis socket engine speed signal
Accelerator pedal module Instrument cluster Car Access System Central Gateway Module N55
Engine Page 86 Mechanical air flap control Electric air flap control Digital Motor Electronics
Front power distribution box Junction box electronics Junction box Electric fan relay Rear
power distribution box Electric fan relay only for Watt and Watt electric fan N55 Engine Page
Functions The engine management controls the boost pressure with the wastegate valve at the
turbocharger. An electropneumatic pressure converter vacuum solenoid receives the signals
from the engine management and supplies vacuum to open the wastegate valve when the
specified maximum boost pressure is reached. Page Engine Cooling Adapted to the relevant
driving situation, the engine control unit can now regulate a defined operating range. In this way
it is possible to influence the fuel consumption and power output through the cooling system.
Page System Protection The function of the new crankshaft sensor is identical to that of the
crankshaft sensors used for the automatic engine start-stop function MSA. The engine reversal
detection is required for the MSA function. MSA is not currently offered in the US. The ignition
coils have improved electromagnetic compatibility and are sturdier. The insulation has been
rein- forced with silicone and a metal collar shielding compared to the coils used on previous
engines. Page Oil Pressure Sensor The sensor design is identical to that of the high fuel
pressure sensor. The DME supplies a voltage of 5 Volt to the oil pressure sensor. N55, oil
pressure sensor Oxygen Sensors A new connector is used for the oxygen sensors. Page
Oxygen Sensor Before Catalytic Converter Oxygen sensor after catalytic converter The oxygen
sensor after catalytic converter is also known as the monitoring sensor. The familiar Bosch LSF
4. Page Service Information Fuel Injectors In order to remove the N55 fuel injectors from the
cylinder head, special tool 13 0 must be utilized. Failure to use the special tool will result in
damage to the injectors. Page Ignition Coils Ignition Coils The ignition coils of the N55 have
been redesigned for better rigidity and durability. Particular care must be taken when working
on the fuel system to ensure that the ignition coils are not wet with fuel. Print page 1 Print
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Thread starter Modifyit Start date Jun 21, Tags bmw build molnar pistons rods single turbo.
JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites
correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Modifyit Private. Nov 7, 40 10 0
South Jersey Ride i. I've decided to post a bit about my build Starting with the story leading to
my decision, So a few months back I had my oil pan gasket replaced. Upon removal of the pan
we found shattered pieces of metal of what appeared to be a valve keeper and roller. I assumed
it was from a previous repair and I did not have the funds at that time to tear my engine apart for
a proper diagnosis so I drove it as is for months until now. Lets fast forward to a more recent
time. My brother opens a business called Forced Induction Performance based out of Berlin
right here in Jersey where he specializes in building and tuning performance cars Guess I Got
lucky So I figured there is no better time to build my engine than right now to showcase his
talent and possibly get the BMWs guys on our side also. I wasted no time and pulled my car into
one of his bays and started the disassembly process. Upon tearing down my engine I noticed
quite a few things wrong. It was found inside the engine later on Now to explain the process I
went a head and removed the front end of the car to make the engine removal easier. Front
Bumper and Headlights removed. Last edited: Nov 5, Reactions: doublespaces. Dec 28, 60 34 0
Tally, FL. Eric said:. It was found inside the engine later on. Cool- I'll bite! Where was the rocker
arm? I'm guessing you weren't driving it during the time following the oil pan gasket
replacement and this tear down? Looking forward to following along with your rebuild progress!
Reactions: Blackarrowi and St3v3nn Nov 14, 0 North Wilkesboro. That's impressive that the
rocker was completely M. Looking forward to the build though. I must admit i was pretty
impressed myself. It ran and idled perfectly normal. Even killed a couple cars along the way.
Nick Lurker. Nov 4, 11 5 0 CA. Excellent thread, I was planning on rebuilding my own N You
should add a list of the tools you used to dissemble as well as assemble the engine. Nick said:.
JuniorB Sergeant. May 9, 0 Rhode Island Ride 07 e Clean shop, good luck with the build!
Jsherry20 Sergeant. Dec 21, 47 0. Good luck with the build, I heard it gets pretty tricky in places!
Still curious where the arm was lol. JuniorB said:. Jsherry20 said:. The timing and torquing the
bed plate correctly seems tricky, I can't believe it didn't ruin the block that is pretty amazing if
you ask me lol. I'm curious how you didn't notice that noise or how it wouldn't have cracked the
valve cover lol. Reactions: estones. Jun 6, 0 Ride E90 i MT. In for results. Good luck! Oct 18, 8,

4, 0 AZ Ride E93 i. Good tech thread! Bmwfixerguy1 Lieutenant. Jun 5, 0 Ride 07 i MT. Tell your
brother good luck..
2008 honda civic hatchback
03 yamaha v star 650
deh 1800 wiring diagram
I'm a master tech down the street at BMW of Mt Laurel if my services need to be solicited lol
Anyways let him know in the future that the engine and all bmw engines for that matter come
out the bottom.. Can have that out in under 2 hours coming out the bottom! Bmwfixerguy1 said:.
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